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As we embark upon a new year, it’s worth taking a quick look backwards to best assess the future. 2018 was one of the rockiest years for
markets since the financial crises, rattling participants in equity, fixed income, currency and commodity markets equally. Borrowers
suffered through four Fed rate hikes, an unpredictable US Presidential administration, a trade war between the world’s two largest
trading partners, and the resultant volatility in stock prices, interest rates and the price of oil. On top of it all, news that the world’s
favorite index - LIBOR - is set to be replaced rattled lenders and borrowers alike.

2018 began with hopes of strong, coordinated global growth. 2019 does not, as economic expansion in the world’s advanced economies
is set to slow. America’s economy will slow with them as the stimulative effects of the tax cuts and fiscal spending fade and job creation
peaks. Key unknowns for the year ahead are the pace and degree of Fed rate hikes and their ensuing impact on emerging markets, the
intensity of the negative fallout for U.S. businesses from the U.S.-China trade war, and the effects that tighter financial conditions - and
politics - have on the US, Europe and China.

In the following pages, we review the primary drivers for interest rates in 2019, then outline several possible scenarios for the year, each
with a unique set of short and long term interest rate forecasts.

Regardless of the path, we’ll see a continuation of political challenges, both domestic and abroad, lower but respectable economic
growth, rising wages, creeping inflation and anchored long-term interest rates.

We wish you a prosperous 2019.

Jim, Rex & Chris

The Big Picture

Please refer to the important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
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HOW DID OUR 2018 FORECASTS FARE? Not too bad, really.

First, A Look Back

Please refer to the important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.

Short Rates
Fed Funds Range 2.00% - 2.25% 2.25% - 2.50% -0.25% Under
1M LIBOR 2.15% 2.50% -0.35% Under
Prime 5.25% 5.50% -0.25% Under
SIFMA 1.72% 1.71% 0.01% Over

Treasury Yields
2Y 2.65% 2.49% 0.16% Over
5Y 2.70% 2.51% 0.19% Over
10Y 2.75% 2.68% 0.07% Over
30Y 3.00% 3.01% -0.01% Under

LIBOR Swap Rates
2Y 2.78% 2.71% 0.07% Over
5Y 2.73% 2.57% 0.16% Over
10Y 2.74% 2.71% 0.04% Over
30Y 2.99% 2.84% 0.15% Over

Rates on 
12/31/2018

2018 vs. 2019            
Basis Point DifferenceOur end of 

2018 Forecast


Sheet1

		Scenario One																Scenario Two																Scenario Three

														Market Expectations @ Year End																Market Expectations @ Year End																Market Expectations @ Year End



		Short Rates		Current		Q1 2017		Q2 2017		Q3 2017		Q4 2017						Short Rates		Current		Q1 2017		Q2 2017		Q3 2017		Q4 2017						Short Rates		Current		Q1 2017		Q2 2017		Q3 2017		Q4 2017

		Fed Funds Range		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50% 0.75%		0.75% - 1%		1% - 1.25%		1.50% - 1.75%		1% - 1.25%				Fed Funds Range		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50 - 0.75%		0.75% - 1%		0.75% - 1.00%		1% - 1.25%		1% - 1.25%				Fed Funds Range		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50% - 0.75%		1% - 1.25%

		1M LIBOR		0.76%		0.76%		0.90%		1.25%		1.75%		2.24%				1M LIBOR		0.76%		0.76%		0.75%		0.75%		1.00%		2.24%				1M LIBOR		0.76%		0.76%		0.65%		0.50%		0.50%		2.24%

		Prime		3.75%		3.75%		4.00%		4.25%		4.75%		4.23%				Prime		3.75%		3.75%		4.00%		4.00%		4.25%		4.23%				Prime		3.75%		3.75%		3.75%		3.75%		3.75%		4.23%

		SIFMA		0.53%		0.53%		0.63%		0.88%		1.23%		1.57%				SIFMA		0.53%		0.53%		0.53%		0.53%		0.70%		1.57%				SIFMA		0.53%		0.53%		0.46%		0.35%		0.35%		1.57%



		Treasury Yields																Treasury Yields																Treasury Yields

		2Y		1.19%		1.20%		1.45%		1.80%		2.25%		1.61%				2Y		1.19%		1.00%		1.10%		1.20%		1.45%		1.61%				2Y		1.19%		0.95%		0.80%		0.75%		0.70%		1.61%

		10Y		2.40%		2.35%		2.35%		2.70%		2.80%		2.05%				10Y		2.40%		2.20%		2.30%		2.30%		2.35%		2.05%				10Y		2.40%		2.15%		2.00%		1.90%		1.85%		2.05%

		30Y		2.93%		3.20%		3.35%		3.40%		3.40%		2.17%				30Y		2.93%		3.00%		3.20%		3.20%		3.35%		2.17%				30Y		2.93%		2.90%		2.95%		3.00%		3.00%		2.17%



		Swap Rates																Swap Rates																Swap Rates

		2Y		1.05%		1.48%		1.73%		2.00%		2.45%		1.69%				2Y		1.05%		1.28%		1.38%		1.40%		1.65%		1.69%				2Y		1.05%		1.23%		1.08%		0.95%		0.90%		1.69%

		10Y		2.24%		2.23%		2.23%		2.58%		2.68%		2.25%				10Y		2.24%		2.08%		2.18%		2.18%		2.27%		2.25%				10Y		2.24%		2.03%		1.80%		1.75%		1.70%		2.25%

		30Y		2.96%		2.71%		2.86%		3.00%		3.00%		2.34%				30Y		2.96%		2.51%		2.71%		2.90%		3.05%		2.34%				30Y		2.96%		2.45%		2.20%		2.15%		2.10%		2.34%



		Currencies																Currencies																Currencies

		EURUSD		1.0500		1.0200		1.0000		1.0200		1.0500		1.0600				EURUSD		1.0500		1.0200		1.0000		1.0300		1.0500		1.0600				EURUSD		1.0500		1.0200		1.0200		1.0500		1.0800		1.0600

		USDJPY		116.50		121.00		125.00		125.00		120.00		121.00				USDJPY		116.50		121.00		123.00		120.00		115.00		121.00				USDJPY		116.50		120.00		110.00		105.00		95.00		121.00

		USDCAD		1.3300		1.3400		1.3200		1.3100		1.2950		1.2900				USDCAD		1.3300		1.3400		1.3200		1.3000		1.3200		1.2900				USDCAD		1.3300		1.3400		1.3200		1.2900		1.2700		1.2900

		USDMXN		21.4000		22.0000		24.0000		23.0000		23.0000		22.5000				USDMXN		21.400		22.000		23.000		20.000		20.000		22.5000				USDMXN		21.4000		22.0000		22.0000		20.0000		19.0000		22.5000

























































Rate Forecasts Final

		 







																								Market Expectations for Year End 2019



		Scenario One: Down But Not Out										Short Rates		Current		Q1 2019		Q2 2019		Q3 2019		Q4 2019

		Probability 55%										Fed Funds Range		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.50% - 2.75%		2.50% - 2.75%		2.25% - 2.50%

												1M LIBOR		2.50%		2.50%		2.55%		2.70%		2.70%		2.57%

												Prime		5.50%		5.50%		5.50%		5.75%		5.75%		5.50%

												SIFMA		1.71%		1.88%		1.91%		2.03%		2.03%		1.72%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.49%		2.55%		2.60%		2.65%		2.60%		2.55%

												5Y		2.51%		2.65%		2.70%		2.75%		2.80%		2.54%

												10Y		2.68%		2.80%		2.85%		2.85%		2.90%		2.72%

												30Y		3.01%		3.05%		3.00%		2.95%		2.90%		3.03%



												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.71%		2.65%		2.70%		2.75%		2.80%		2.60%

												5Y		2.57%		2.70%		2.80%		2.80%		2.85%		2.63%

												10Y		2.71%		2.80%		2.85%		2.90%		2.95%		2.78%

												30Y		2.84%		2.90%		2.95%		2.90%		2.85%		2.86%







																								Market Expectations for Year End 2019



		Scenario Two: Party On										Short Rates		Current		Q1 2019		Q2 2019		Q3 2019		Q4 2019

		Probability 35%										Fed Funds Range		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.50% - 2.75%		2.75% - 3%		3% - 3.25%		2.25% - 2.50%

												1M LIBOR		2.50%		2.50%		2.75%		2.95%		3.15%		2.57%

												Prime		5.50%		5.50%		5.75%		6.00%		6.25%		5.50%

												SIFMA		1.71%		1.95%		2.15%		2.30%		2.46%		1.72%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.49%		2.65%		2.80%		2.90%		3.00%		2.55%

												5Y		2.51%		2.70%		2.90%		3.05%		3.15%		2.54%

												10Y		2.68%		2.90%		3.10%		3.25%		3.30%		2.72%

												30Y		3.01%		3.10%		3.15%		3.25%		3.30%		3.03%

								  

												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.71%		2.85%		3.00%		3.15%		3.25%		2.60%

												5Y		2.57%		2.90%		3.10%		3.20%		3.30%		2.63%

												10Y		2.71%		2.95%		3.25%		3.40%		3.45%		2.78%

												30Y		2.84%		3.00%		3.15%		3.30%		3.35%		2.86%





		Scenario Three: Economic Recession																						Market Expectations for Year End 2019

		Probability 10%

												Short Rates		Current		Q1 2019		Q2 2019		Q3 2019		Q4 2019

												Fed Funds Range		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%

												1M LIBOR		2.50%		2.45%		2.40%		2.40%		2.40%		2.57%

												Prime		5.50%		5.50%		5.50%		5.50%		5.50%		5.50%

												SIFMA		1.71%		2.08%		2.04%		2.04%		2.04%		1.72%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.49%		2.25%		2.25%		2.15%		2.10%		2.55%

												5Y		2.51%		2.45%		2.40%		2.35%		2.30%		2.54%

												10Y		2.68%		2.60%		2.55%		2.50%		2.45%		2.72%

												30Y		3.01%		2.90%		2.80%		2.70%		2.65%		3.03%



												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.71%		2.35%		2.30%		2.20%		2.15%		2.60%

												5Y		2.57%		2.50%		2.45%		2.40%		2.35%		2.63%

												10Y		2.71%		2.55%		2.45%		2.40%		2.35%		2.78%

												30Y		2.84%		2.80%		2.70%		2.60%		2.55%		2.86%













Rate Forecasts

		 







																								Market Expectations @ Year End



		Scenario One: Down But Not Out										Short Rates		Current		Q1 2018		Q2 2018		Q3 2018		Q4 2018

		Probability 55%										Fed Funds Range		1.25% - 1.50%		1.50% - 1.75%		1.75% - 2.00%		2.00% - 2.25%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.00% - 2.25%

												1M LIBOR		1.56%		1.70%		1.85%		2.15%		2.35%		2.18%

												Prime		4.50%		4.75%		5.00%		5.25%		5.50%		5.25%

												SIFMA		1.23%		1.36%		1.48%		1.72%		1.88%		1.83%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.04%		2.25%		2.35%		2.50%		2.75%		2.44%

												5Y		2.41%		2.50%		2.55%		2.60%		2.90%		2.79%

												10Y		2.60%		2.60%		2.75%		3.00%		3.05%		2.91%

												30Y		2.88%		2.95%		2.95%		3.25%		3.36%		3.40%



												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.25%		2.43%		2.50%		2.65%		2.88%		2.51%

												5Y		2.46%		2.55%		2.59%		2.63%		2.93%		2.59%

												10Y		2.61%		2.59%		2.74%		2.99%		3.04%		2.69%

												30Y		2.71%		2.76%		2.80%		3.13%		3.31%		2.74%







																								Market Expectations @ Year End



		Scenario Two: Party On										Short Rates		Current		Q1 2018		Q2 2018		Q3 2018		Q4 2018

		Probability 35%										Fed Funds Range		1.25% - 1.50%		1.50% - 1.75%		1.50% - 1.75%		1.75% - 2.00%		2.00% - 2.25%		2.00% - 2.25%

												1M LIBOR		1.56%		1.70%		1.65%		2.05%		2.15%		2.18%

												Prime		4.50%		4.75%		4.75%		5.00%		5.25%		5.25%

												SIFMA		1.23%		1.36%		1.32%		1.64%		1.72%		1.83%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.04%		2.25%		2.25%		2.35%		2.65%		2.44%

												5Y		2.41%		2.45%		2.55%		2.60%		2.70%		2.79%

												10Y		2.60%		2.60%		2.60%		2.70%		2.75%		2.91%

												30Y		2.88%		2.88%		2.85%		2.87%		3.00%		3.40%

								  

												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.25%		2.43%		2.40%		2.50%		2.78%		2.51%

												5Y		2.46%		2.50%		2.59%		2.63%		2.73%		2.59%

												10Y		2.60%		2.59%		2.59%		2.69%		2.74%		2.69%

												30Y		2.71%		2.69%		2.70%		2.75%		2.99%		2.74%





		Scenario Three: Economic Recession																						Market Expectations @ Year End

		Probability 10%

												Short Rates		Current		Q1 2018		Q2 2018		Q3 2018		Q4 2018

												Fed Funds Range		1.25% - 1.50%		1.50% - 1.75%		2.00% - 2.25%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.50% - 2.75%		2.00% - 2.25%

												1M LIBOR		1.56%		1.65%		2.20%		2.55%		2.65%		2.18%

												Prime		4.50%		4.75%		5.25%		5.50%		5.75%		5.25%

												SIFMA		1.23%		1.32%		1.76%		2.04%		2.12%		1.83%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.00%		2.25%		2.50%		2.55%		2.55%		2.44%

												5Y		2.35%		2.55%		2.65%		2.75%		2.65%		2.79%

												10Y		2.55%		2.60%		3.00%		3.15%		2.75%		2.91%

												30Y		2.85%		2.88%		3.10%		3.20%		2.95%		3.40%



												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.25%		2.43%		2.65%		2.70%		2.68%		2.51%

												5Y		2.46%		2.60%		2.69%		2.78%		2.68%		2.59%

												10Y		2.60%		2.59%		2.99%		3.14%		2.74%		2.69%

												30Y		2.71%		2.69%		2.95%		3.08%		2.90%		2.74%





														spreads

														0.19

														0.12

														-0.9

														-0.2





2018 vs 2019







																Rates on 12/31/2018		2018 vs. 2019            Basis Point Difference

														Our end of 2018 Forecast

		2018 vs 2019										Short Rates

												Fed Funds Range		2.00% - 2.25%		2.25% - 2.50%		-0.25%		Under

												1M LIBOR		2.15%		2.50%		-0.35%		Under

												Prime		5.25%		5.50%		-0.25%		Under

												SIFMA		1.72%		1.71%		0.01%		Over



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.65%		2.49%		0.16%		Over

												5Y		2.70%		2.51%		0.19%		Over

												10Y		2.75%		2.68%		0.07%		Over

												30Y		3.00%		3.01%		-0.01%		Under

								  

												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.78%		2.71%		0.07%		Over

												5Y		2.73%		2.57%		0.16%		Over

												10Y		2.74%		2.71%		0.04%		Over

												30Y		2.99%		2.84%		0.15%		Over
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Economic Themes That Will Impact Interest Rates

Please refer to the important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.



5What’s our Magic 8-Ball Telling Us?

2018 was a banner year for U.S. economic growth, likely the
strongest since the financial crises at 3.1% for GDP. Should growth
stay positive through Q2 2019 - which we expect - it will tie the 40-
quarter, record expansion of 1991-2001. While noteworthy,
America’s growth pace this year will be dragged lower as the
business cycle matures, stimulus from 2017’s tax cuts and fiscal
spending evaporates, and last year’s Fed hikes begin to fully bite
many sectors of the economy.

The U.S. will most likely avoid a recession in 2019 however, as
consumers’ disposable incomes continue to rise on the back of
continued solid job creation and wage gains, consumer debt levels
remain elevated but in check, and business investment and
government spending help the economy to settle into a respectable
2% to 2.5% pace of growth.

In our view, to keep the good times rolling, the economy needs
to slow to ensure a smooth transition from 2018’s break neck
pace to something more sustainable, and in so doing, avoid a
dangerous overheating and subsequent spike in rates that forces
the Fed to hike aggressively to cool things off.

Consumer Price Index (Inflation) GDP         Unemployment Rate

Please refer to the important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.



6Themes That Will Impact Interest Rates
CONTINUED FED NORMALIZATION

As the Fed contemplates its course of action for the year, the stakes for
a mistake are high. The Fed will be winding down rate increases at the
same time the economy is nearly overshooting both of its mandates:
ensuring maximum employment and reining in inflation. It must “thread
the needle” between hiking just enough to keep the party rolling on but
not so much as to prematurely snuff out one of longest runs of U.S.
growth since World War II. We have one word for the Fed: Respect.

The Fed will hike at least once this year – likely in the second half – for
the following reasons: 1) Subdued growth will still translate into solid
job creation and will keep the unemployment rate uncomfortably low.
2) With a few months of bona-fide wage increases in the bag, more
money in consumers’ pockets combined with a still-growing economy
will eventually translate into inflation beyond the Fed’s 2% mandate. 3)
The Fed Funds target rate – the interest rate the Fed hikes or cuts to
effect monetary policy, at 2.50%, is still very low historically. It’s also at
the bottom end of what the Fed calls the “neutral rate”; the rate that is
neither stimulative nor suppressive of the economy, giving it ample
room to hike should it feel the need. 4) Fed Chair Powell will
successfully deflect calls by President Trump to ease monetary policy
and will - as he should - continue to focus on data and the economic
outlook for guidance.

Although the timing of hikes has become more clouded, we expect
the Fed to hike by 0.25% at least once in 2019, likely in H2.

US 10-year Treasury yield Fed Funds         1-month LIBOR

Please refer to the important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
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INFLATION and YIELD CURVES

With the labor market running hot, wages on the rise, and a solid but
more moderate U.S. growth trajectory, the missing support for the
Fed to keep hiking rates is a consistent creep in inflation. In years past,
calls for a sudden spike in inflation proved unfounded. With healthy
consumer balance sheets, firmer wage growth and the tariff laden
trade war in full swing, expectations for higher inflation – at least for
the first half of the year - now look warranted. As such, the Fed is on
high alert for any sustained rise in inflation above its 2% mandate,
and will consider such as a reason to hike interest rates. Markets
don’t agree. This difference of opinion is best observed in the
flattening of the Treasury yield curve, where the Fed, by way of its
pronouncements of hikes in the future, pushes short term rates higher
and markets, via their disbelief that inflation and wages will rise
significantly any time soon, push long term rates lower. The divide
between markets and the Fed will have to be reconciled soon. Who’s
correct? Only time will tell.

We believe inflation lags events in the economy by at least a year,
but that it will show up eventually as long as the pace of solid
growth and robust job creation is maintained. A steady Fed - even
in the face of slowing growth and more volatile markets - will
result in additional yield curve flattening as the Fed pushes up
short-term rates, but 10- and 30-year Treasury yields will remain
anchored in response to solid but moderating economic
fundamentals.

Themes That Will Impact Interest Rates, cont’d

US Treasury Yield Curves                   US Consumer Price Index

Please refer to the important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
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THE U.S. - CHINA TRADE WAR
Being mostly a sleeper issue through much of last year, U.S.- China
trade tensions reared their ugly head with a gusto late in the year,
partially causing the large U.S. equity market sell-off and fall in
bond yields seen in December. These moves brought the overall
U.S. growth story into question in the process.

The issue will be omni-present for markets throughout most of
2019, with an escalation at the March 2nd tariff deadline, but will
resolve by the end of the year. The longer both countries take to
resolve their issues, the more economic damage will be done to
each. In the meantime, both the U.S. and China will experience
trade-driven economic slowdowns of different degrees, with China
suffering the brunt of the hurt with growth, exports, and domestic
demand all contracting. The Chinese government will respond by
revving up domestic spending to support its economy, leaving
fewer resources and less appetite to park assets in U.S. Treasuries,
nudging Treasury yields higher in the process.

While the trade war will continue to serve as a speed bump to
U.S. growth prospects, we’re confident most of the issue will
ultimately be resolved by year end due to the Trump
Administration’s desire to show real progress ahead of the
2020 elections. However, U.S. demands in regards to the
export of and China’s investment into certain sensitive
technologies will linger well into 2020.

Themes That Will Impact Interest Rates, cont’d

US 10-year Treasury yield China Exports       China GDP

Please refer to the important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
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GEO-POLITICS
Now that the “Trump Bump” in yields and equity prices has
evaporated, the administration’s efforts to further its pro-
business agenda will be hampered by the split Congress, likely
ushering in political gridlock that could drag on economic
growth. The President will likely have to rely more explicitly on
executive orders to get anything done, and a second round of
tax cuts will be dead-on-arrival along with most other significant
legislative measures, outside of a bipartisan infrastructure
initiative, which both parties want.

Overall, the scenario will dampen the Fed’s appetite for rate
hikes in 2019, as any planned government-spending-driven
economic boost will be curtailed just as growth begins to
plateau and decline. Treasury yields will remain anchored as a
result, as many investors use Treasuries to hedge against
weakness in global growth, stocks and emerging-market debt.

America’s intensifying squabbles with China and Russia and
ongoing Middle East unrest on the back of a slowing U.S.
economy will translate into greater market volatility. The
unconventional manner in which the Trump administration
conducts domestic and foreign policy in the face of
Congressional gridlock will unnerve even the most resilient
of markets, anchoring long-term Treasury yields as a result.

Themes That Will Impact Interest Rates, cont’d

Volatility of the:
10-year Treasury yield                    S&P                            US Dollar 

Please refer to the important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
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Economic Scenarios

Please refer to the important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
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• The US economy cools from 3.1% GDP to a more moderate pace
of growth near 2% as the tailwind from tax cuts and fiscal
stimulus fades. The Fed hikes by 0.25% once during the year, in
an effort to subdue tight labor markets and growing inflation
pressures driven by wage gains and higher trade tariffs.

• Legislative gridlock derails any meaningful implementation of the
Administration’s expansionary fiscal policy, as the annual federal
budget deficit rises to $1 trillion.

• Global demand for U.S. Treasuries continues as America’s
economy, while slowing, continues to outperform versus its
developed counterparts. The scenario results in anchored
medium to long-term Treasury yields, despite upward pressure
from the Fed’s balance sheet unwind and increased issuance to
fund the federal deficit.

• Tariffs on Chinese imports are increased as the two sides fail to
find a middle ground before the March 2nd deadline. However, a
meaningful deal is reached late in the year. China engages in
massive fiscal stimulus to bolster its slowing economy,
eliminating some of the drag from U.S. Treasury yields from
moving higher.

• Europe and the UK also slow, and the U.S. avoids any negative
impact from the ongoing BREXIT debate or Italian budget issues.

Scenario One: Down But Not Out
Probability - 55%

Please refer to the important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.

Short Rates Current Q1 2019 Q2 2019 Q3 2019 Q4 2019
Fed Funds Range 2.25% - 2.50% 2.25% - 2.50% 2.25% - 2.50% 2.50% - 2.75% 2.50% - 2.75% 2.25% - 2.50%
1M LIBOR 2.50% 2.50% 2.55% 2.70% 2.70% 2.57%
Prime 5.50% 5.50% 5.50% 5.75% 5.75% 5.50%
SIFMA 1.71% 1.88% 1.91% 2.03% 2.03% 1.72%

Treasury Yields
2Y 2.49% 2.55% 2.60% 2.65% 2.60% 2.55%
5Y 2.51% 2.65% 2.70% 2.75% 2.80% 2.54%
10Y 2.68% 2.80% 2.85% 2.85% 2.90% 2.72%
30Y 3.01% 3.05% 3.00% 2.95% 2.90% 3.03%

LIBOR Swap Rates
2Y 2.71% 2.65% 2.70% 2.75% 2.80% 2.60%
5Y 2.57% 2.70% 2.80% 2.80% 2.85% 2.63%
10Y 2.71% 2.80% 2.85% 2.90% 2.95% 2.78%
30Y 2.84% 2.90% 2.95% 2.90% 2.85% 2.86%

Market 
Expectations for 

Year End 2019


Sheet1

		Scenario One																Scenario Two																Scenario Three

														Market Expectations @ Year End																Market Expectations @ Year End																Market Expectations @ Year End



		Short Rates		Current		Q1 2017		Q2 2017		Q3 2017		Q4 2017						Short Rates		Current		Q1 2017		Q2 2017		Q3 2017		Q4 2017						Short Rates		Current		Q1 2017		Q2 2017		Q3 2017		Q4 2017

		Fed Funds Range		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50% 0.75%		0.75% - 1%		1% - 1.25%		1.50% - 1.75%		1% - 1.25%				Fed Funds Range		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50 - 0.75%		0.75% - 1%		0.75% - 1.00%		1% - 1.25%		1% - 1.25%				Fed Funds Range		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50% - 0.75%		1% - 1.25%

		1M LIBOR		0.76%		0.76%		0.90%		1.25%		1.75%		2.24%				1M LIBOR		0.76%		0.76%		0.75%		0.75%		1.00%		2.24%				1M LIBOR		0.76%		0.76%		0.65%		0.50%		0.50%		2.24%

		Prime		3.75%		3.75%		4.00%		4.25%		4.75%		4.23%				Prime		3.75%		3.75%		4.00%		4.00%		4.25%		4.23%				Prime		3.75%		3.75%		3.75%		3.75%		3.75%		4.23%

		SIFMA		0.53%		0.53%		0.63%		0.88%		1.23%		1.57%				SIFMA		0.53%		0.53%		0.53%		0.53%		0.70%		1.57%				SIFMA		0.53%		0.53%		0.46%		0.35%		0.35%		1.57%



		Treasury Yields																Treasury Yields																Treasury Yields

		2Y		1.19%		1.20%		1.45%		1.80%		2.25%		1.61%				2Y		1.19%		1.00%		1.10%		1.20%		1.45%		1.61%				2Y		1.19%		0.95%		0.80%		0.75%		0.70%		1.61%

		10Y		2.40%		2.35%		2.35%		2.70%		2.80%		2.05%				10Y		2.40%		2.20%		2.30%		2.30%		2.35%		2.05%				10Y		2.40%		2.15%		2.00%		1.90%		1.85%		2.05%

		30Y		2.93%		3.20%		3.35%		3.40%		3.40%		2.17%				30Y		2.93%		3.00%		3.20%		3.20%		3.35%		2.17%				30Y		2.93%		2.90%		2.95%		3.00%		3.00%		2.17%



		Swap Rates																Swap Rates																Swap Rates

		2Y		1.05%		1.48%		1.73%		2.00%		2.45%		1.69%				2Y		1.05%		1.28%		1.38%		1.40%		1.65%		1.69%				2Y		1.05%		1.23%		1.08%		0.95%		0.90%		1.69%

		10Y		2.24%		2.23%		2.23%		2.58%		2.68%		2.25%				10Y		2.24%		2.08%		2.18%		2.18%		2.27%		2.25%				10Y		2.24%		2.03%		1.80%		1.75%		1.70%		2.25%

		30Y		2.96%		2.71%		2.86%		3.00%		3.00%		2.34%				30Y		2.96%		2.51%		2.71%		2.90%		3.05%		2.34%				30Y		2.96%		2.45%		2.20%		2.15%		2.10%		2.34%



		Currencies																Currencies																Currencies

		EURUSD		1.0500		1.0200		1.0000		1.0200		1.0500		1.0600				EURUSD		1.0500		1.0200		1.0000		1.0300		1.0500		1.0600				EURUSD		1.0500		1.0200		1.0200		1.0500		1.0800		1.0600

		USDJPY		116.50		121.00		125.00		125.00		120.00		121.00				USDJPY		116.50		121.00		123.00		120.00		115.00		121.00				USDJPY		116.50		120.00		110.00		105.00		95.00		121.00

		USDCAD		1.3300		1.3400		1.3200		1.3100		1.2950		1.2900				USDCAD		1.3300		1.3400		1.3200		1.3000		1.3200		1.2900				USDCAD		1.3300		1.3400		1.3200		1.2900		1.2700		1.2900

		USDMXN		21.4000		22.0000		24.0000		23.0000		23.0000		22.5000				USDMXN		21.400		22.000		23.000		20.000		20.000		22.5000				USDMXN		21.4000		22.0000		22.0000		20.0000		19.0000		22.5000
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																								Market Expectations for Year End 2019



		Scenario One: Down But Not Out										Short Rates		Current		Q1 2019		Q2 2019		Q3 2019		Q4 2019

		Probability 55%										Fed Funds Range		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.50% - 2.75%		2.50% - 2.75%		2.25% - 2.50%

												1M LIBOR		2.50%		2.50%		2.55%		2.70%		2.70%		2.57%

												Prime		5.50%		5.50%		5.50%		5.75%		5.75%		5.50%

												SIFMA		1.71%		1.88%		1.91%		2.03%		2.03%		1.72%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.49%		2.55%		2.60%		2.65%		2.60%		2.55%

												5Y		2.51%		2.65%		2.70%		2.75%		2.80%		2.54%

												10Y		2.68%		2.80%		2.85%		2.85%		2.90%		2.72%

												30Y		3.01%		3.05%		3.00%		2.95%		2.90%		3.03%



												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.71%		2.65%		2.70%		2.75%		2.80%		2.60%

												5Y		2.57%		2.70%		2.80%		2.80%		2.85%		2.63%

												10Y		2.71%		2.80%		2.85%		2.90%		2.95%		2.78%

												30Y		2.84%		2.90%		2.95%		2.90%		2.85%		2.86%







																								Market Expectations for Year End 2019



		Scenario Two: Party On										Short Rates		Current		Q1 2019		Q2 2019		Q3 2019		Q4 2019

		Probability 35%										Fed Funds Range		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.50% - 2.75%		2.75% - 3%		3% - 3.25%		2.25% - 2.50%

												1M LIBOR		2.50%		2.50%		2.75%		2.95%		3.15%		2.57%

												Prime		5.50%		5.50%		5.75%		6.00%		6.25%		5.50%

												SIFMA		1.71%		1.95%		2.15%		2.30%		2.46%		1.72%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.49%		2.65%		2.80%		2.90%		3.00%		2.55%

												5Y		2.51%		2.70%		2.90%		3.05%		3.15%		2.54%

												10Y		2.68%		2.90%		3.10%		3.25%		3.30%		2.72%

												30Y		3.01%		3.10%		3.15%		3.25%		3.30%		3.03%

								  

												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.71%		2.85%		3.00%		3.15%		3.25%		2.60%

												5Y		2.57%		2.90%		3.10%		3.20%		3.30%		2.63%

												10Y		2.71%		2.95%		3.25%		3.40%		3.45%		2.78%

												30Y		2.84%		3.00%		3.15%		3.30%		3.35%		2.86%





		Scenario Three: Economic Recession																						Market Expectations for Year End 2019

		Probability 10%

												Short Rates		Current		Q1 2019		Q2 2019		Q3 2019		Q4 2019

												Fed Funds Range		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%

												1M LIBOR		2.50%		2.45%		2.40%		2.40%		2.40%		2.57%

												Prime		5.50%		5.50%		5.50%		5.50%		5.50%		5.50%

												SIFMA		1.71%		2.08%		2.04%		2.04%		2.04%		1.72%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.49%		2.25%		2.25%		2.15%		2.10%		2.55%

												5Y		2.51%		2.45%		2.40%		2.35%		2.30%		2.54%

												10Y		2.68%		2.60%		2.55%		2.50%		2.45%		2.72%

												30Y		3.01%		2.90%		2.80%		2.70%		2.65%		3.03%



												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.71%		2.35%		2.30%		2.20%		2.15%		2.60%

												5Y		2.57%		2.50%		2.45%		2.40%		2.35%		2.63%

												10Y		2.71%		2.55%		2.45%		2.40%		2.35%		2.78%

												30Y		2.84%		2.80%		2.70%		2.60%		2.55%		2.86%
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																								Market Expectations @ Year End



		Scenario One: Down But Not Out										Short Rates		Current		Q1 2018		Q2 2018		Q3 2018		Q4 2018

		Probability 55%										Fed Funds Range		1.25% - 1.50%		1.50% - 1.75%		1.75% - 2.00%		2.00% - 2.25%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.00% - 2.25%

												1M LIBOR		1.56%		1.70%		1.85%		2.15%		2.35%		2.18%

												Prime		4.50%		4.75%		5.00%		5.25%		5.50%		5.25%

												SIFMA		1.23%		1.36%		1.48%		1.72%		1.88%		1.83%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.04%		2.25%		2.35%		2.50%		2.75%		2.44%

												5Y		2.41%		2.50%		2.55%		2.60%		2.90%		2.79%

												10Y		2.60%		2.60%		2.75%		3.00%		3.05%		2.91%

												30Y		2.88%		2.95%		2.95%		3.25%		3.36%		3.40%



												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.25%		2.43%		2.50%		2.65%		2.88%		2.51%

												5Y		2.46%		2.55%		2.59%		2.63%		2.93%		2.59%

												10Y		2.61%		2.59%		2.74%		2.99%		3.04%		2.69%

												30Y		2.71%		2.76%		2.80%		3.13%		3.31%		2.74%







																								Market Expectations @ Year End



		Scenario Two: Party On										Short Rates		Current		Q1 2018		Q2 2018		Q3 2018		Q4 2018

		Probability 35%										Fed Funds Range		1.25% - 1.50%		1.50% - 1.75%		1.50% - 1.75%		1.75% - 2.00%		2.00% - 2.25%		2.00% - 2.25%

												1M LIBOR		1.56%		1.70%		1.65%		2.05%		2.15%		2.18%

												Prime		4.50%		4.75%		4.75%		5.00%		5.25%		5.25%

												SIFMA		1.23%		1.36%		1.32%		1.64%		1.72%		1.83%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.04%		2.25%		2.25%		2.35%		2.65%		2.44%

												5Y		2.41%		2.45%		2.55%		2.60%		2.70%		2.79%

												10Y		2.60%		2.60%		2.60%		2.70%		2.75%		2.91%

												30Y		2.88%		2.88%		2.85%		2.87%		3.00%		3.40%

								  

												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.25%		2.43%		2.40%		2.50%		2.78%		2.51%

												5Y		2.46%		2.50%		2.59%		2.63%		2.73%		2.59%

												10Y		2.60%		2.59%		2.59%		2.69%		2.74%		2.69%

												30Y		2.71%		2.69%		2.70%		2.75%		2.99%		2.74%





		Scenario Three: Economic Recession																						Market Expectations @ Year End

		Probability 10%

												Short Rates		Current		Q1 2018		Q2 2018		Q3 2018		Q4 2018

												Fed Funds Range		1.25% - 1.50%		1.50% - 1.75%		2.00% - 2.25%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.50% - 2.75%		2.00% - 2.25%

												1M LIBOR		1.56%		1.65%		2.20%		2.55%		2.65%		2.18%

												Prime		4.50%		4.75%		5.25%		5.50%		5.75%		5.25%

												SIFMA		1.23%		1.32%		1.76%		2.04%		2.12%		1.83%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.00%		2.25%		2.50%		2.55%		2.55%		2.44%

												5Y		2.35%		2.55%		2.65%		2.75%		2.65%		2.79%

												10Y		2.55%		2.60%		3.00%		3.15%		2.75%		2.91%

												30Y		2.85%		2.88%		3.10%		3.20%		2.95%		3.40%



												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.25%		2.43%		2.65%		2.70%		2.68%		2.51%

												5Y		2.46%		2.60%		2.69%		2.78%		2.68%		2.59%

												10Y		2.60%		2.59%		2.99%		3.14%		2.74%		2.69%

												30Y		2.71%		2.69%		2.95%		3.08%		2.90%		2.74%





														spreads

														0.19

														0.12

														-0.9

														-0.2





2018 vs 2019







																Rates on 12/31/2018		2018 vs. 2019            Basis Point Difference

														Our end of 2018 Forecast

		2018 vs 2019										Short Rates

												Fed Funds Range		2.00% - 2.25%		2.25% - 2.50%		-0.25%		Under

												1M LIBOR		2.15%		2.50%		-0.35%		Under

												Prime		5.25%		5.50%		-0.25%		Under

												SIFMA		1.72%		1.71%		0.01%		Over



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.65%		2.49%		0.16%		Over

												5Y		2.70%		2.51%		0.19%		Over

												10Y		2.75%		2.68%		0.07%		Over

												30Y		3.00%		3.01%		-0.01%		Under

								  

												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.78%		2.71%		0.07%		Over

												5Y		2.73%		2.57%		0.16%		Over

												10Y		2.74%		2.71%		0.04%		Over

												30Y		2.99%		2.84%		0.15%		Over
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• Bolstered by rising wages and strong job prospects,
consumers power the US economy to strengthen beyond
3%. Inflation surges on the back of increased consumer
spending and trade tariffs, prompting the Fed to hike
three times. Outsized U.S. performance provides a
tailwind to global growth.

• Despite a slew of investigations, the Trump administration
successfully implements infrastructure and trade
measures that strike just the right balance between the
extremes of promoting runaway economic growth and
creating an isolationist America.

• The U.S. and China avoid a political confrontation, but fail
to meaningfully solve their differences on trade.
Agreements on imports of agricultural and automotive
are made, but the real issue surrounding emerging
technologies and intellectual property theft remain open.

• The Eurozone and the UK economies slow modestly, but
both regions avoid any real economic shock from BREXIT
or the Italy’s budget.

Scenario Two: Party On
Probability - 35%

Please refer to the important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.

Short Rates Current Q1 2019 Q2 2019 Q3 2019 Q4 2019
Fed Funds Range 2.25% - 2.50% 2.25% - 2.50% 2.50% - 2.75% 2.75% - 3% 3% - 3.25% 2.25% - 2.50%
1M LIBOR 2.50% 2.50% 2.75% 2.95% 3.15% 2.57%
Prime 5.50% 5.50% 5.75% 6.00% 6.25% 5.50%
SIFMA 1.71% 1.95% 2.15% 2.30% 2.46% 1.72%

Treasury Yields
2Y 2.49% 2.65% 2.80% 2.90% 3.00% 2.55%
5Y 2.51% 2.70% 2.90% 3.05% 3.15% 2.54%
10Y 2.68% 2.90% 3.10% 3.25% 3.30% 2.72%
30Y 3.01% 3.10% 3.15% 3.25% 3.30% 3.03%

LIBOR Swap Rates
2Y 2.71% 2.85% 3.00% 3.15% 3.25% 2.60%
5Y 2.57% 2.90% 3.10% 3.20% 3.30% 2.63%
10Y 2.71% 2.95% 3.25% 3.40% 3.45% 2.78%
30Y 2.84% 3.00% 3.15% 3.30% 3.35% 2.86%

Market 
Expectations for 

Year End 2019


Sheet1

		Scenario One																Scenario Two																Scenario Three

														Market Expectations @ Year End																Market Expectations @ Year End																Market Expectations @ Year End



		Short Rates		Current		Q1 2017		Q2 2017		Q3 2017		Q4 2017						Short Rates		Current		Q1 2017		Q2 2017		Q3 2017		Q4 2017						Short Rates		Current		Q1 2017		Q2 2017		Q3 2017		Q4 2017

		Fed Funds Range		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50% 0.75%		0.75% - 1%		1% - 1.25%		1.50% - 1.75%		1% - 1.25%				Fed Funds Range		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50 - 0.75%		0.75% - 1%		0.75% - 1.00%		1% - 1.25%		1% - 1.25%				Fed Funds Range		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50% - 0.75%		1% - 1.25%

		1M LIBOR		0.76%		0.76%		0.90%		1.25%		1.75%		2.24%				1M LIBOR		0.76%		0.76%		0.75%		0.75%		1.00%		2.24%				1M LIBOR		0.76%		0.76%		0.65%		0.50%		0.50%		2.24%

		Prime		3.75%		3.75%		4.00%		4.25%		4.75%		4.23%				Prime		3.75%		3.75%		4.00%		4.00%		4.25%		4.23%				Prime		3.75%		3.75%		3.75%		3.75%		3.75%		4.23%

		SIFMA		0.53%		0.53%		0.63%		0.88%		1.23%		1.57%				SIFMA		0.53%		0.53%		0.53%		0.53%		0.70%		1.57%				SIFMA		0.53%		0.53%		0.46%		0.35%		0.35%		1.57%



		Treasury Yields																Treasury Yields																Treasury Yields

		2Y		1.19%		1.20%		1.45%		1.80%		2.25%		1.61%				2Y		1.19%		1.00%		1.10%		1.20%		1.45%		1.61%				2Y		1.19%		0.95%		0.80%		0.75%		0.70%		1.61%

		10Y		2.40%		2.35%		2.35%		2.70%		2.80%		2.05%				10Y		2.40%		2.20%		2.30%		2.30%		2.35%		2.05%				10Y		2.40%		2.15%		2.00%		1.90%		1.85%		2.05%

		30Y		2.93%		3.20%		3.35%		3.40%		3.40%		2.17%				30Y		2.93%		3.00%		3.20%		3.20%		3.35%		2.17%				30Y		2.93%		2.90%		2.95%		3.00%		3.00%		2.17%



		Swap Rates																Swap Rates																Swap Rates

		2Y		1.05%		1.48%		1.73%		2.00%		2.45%		1.69%				2Y		1.05%		1.28%		1.38%		1.40%		1.65%		1.69%				2Y		1.05%		1.23%		1.08%		0.95%		0.90%		1.69%

		10Y		2.24%		2.23%		2.23%		2.58%		2.68%		2.25%				10Y		2.24%		2.08%		2.18%		2.18%		2.27%		2.25%				10Y		2.24%		2.03%		1.80%		1.75%		1.70%		2.25%

		30Y		2.96%		2.71%		2.86%		3.00%		3.00%		2.34%				30Y		2.96%		2.51%		2.71%		2.90%		3.05%		2.34%				30Y		2.96%		2.45%		2.20%		2.15%		2.10%		2.34%



		Currencies																Currencies																Currencies

		EURUSD		1.0500		1.0200		1.0000		1.0200		1.0500		1.0600				EURUSD		1.0500		1.0200		1.0000		1.0300		1.0500		1.0600				EURUSD		1.0500		1.0200		1.0200		1.0500		1.0800		1.0600

		USDJPY		116.50		121.00		125.00		125.00		120.00		121.00				USDJPY		116.50		121.00		123.00		120.00		115.00		121.00				USDJPY		116.50		120.00		110.00		105.00		95.00		121.00

		USDCAD		1.3300		1.3400		1.3200		1.3100		1.2950		1.2900				USDCAD		1.3300		1.3400		1.3200		1.3000		1.3200		1.2900				USDCAD		1.3300		1.3400		1.3200		1.2900		1.2700		1.2900

		USDMXN		21.4000		22.0000		24.0000		23.0000		23.0000		22.5000				USDMXN		21.400		22.000		23.000		20.000		20.000		22.5000				USDMXN		21.4000		22.0000		22.0000		20.0000		19.0000		22.5000
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																								Market Expectations for Year End 2019



		Scenario One: Down But Not Out										Short Rates		Current		Q1 2019		Q2 2019		Q3 2019		Q4 2019

		Probability 55%										Fed Funds Range		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.50% - 2.75%		2.50% - 2.75%		2.25% - 2.50%

												1M LIBOR		2.50%		2.50%		2.55%		2.70%		2.70%		2.57%

												Prime		5.50%		5.50%		5.50%		5.75%		5.75%		5.50%

												SIFMA		1.71%		1.88%		1.91%		2.03%		2.03%		1.72%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.49%		2.55%		2.60%		2.65%		2.60%		2.55%

												5Y		2.51%		2.65%		2.70%		2.75%		2.80%		2.54%

												10Y		2.68%		2.80%		2.85%		2.85%		2.90%		2.72%

												30Y		3.01%		3.05%		3.00%		2.95%		2.90%		3.03%



												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.71%		2.65%		2.70%		2.75%		2.80%		2.60%

												5Y		2.57%		2.70%		2.80%		2.80%		2.85%		2.63%

												10Y		2.71%		2.80%		2.85%		2.90%		2.95%		2.78%

												30Y		2.84%		2.90%		2.95%		2.90%		2.85%		2.86%







																								Market Expectations for Year End 2019



		Scenario Two: Party On										Short Rates		Current		Q1 2019		Q2 2019		Q3 2019		Q4 2019

		Probability 35%										Fed Funds Range		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.50% - 2.75%		2.75% - 3%		3% - 3.25%		2.25% - 2.50%

												1M LIBOR		2.50%		2.50%		2.75%		2.95%		3.15%		2.57%

												Prime		5.50%		5.50%		5.75%		6.00%		6.25%		5.50%

												SIFMA		1.71%		1.95%		2.15%		2.30%		2.46%		1.72%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.49%		2.65%		2.80%		2.90%		3.00%		2.55%

												5Y		2.51%		2.70%		2.90%		3.05%		3.15%		2.54%

												10Y		2.68%		2.90%		3.10%		3.25%		3.30%		2.72%

												30Y		3.01%		3.10%		3.15%		3.25%		3.30%		3.03%

								  

												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.71%		2.85%		3.00%		3.15%		3.25%		2.60%

												5Y		2.57%		2.90%		3.10%		3.20%		3.30%		2.63%

												10Y		2.71%		2.95%		3.25%		3.40%		3.45%		2.78%

												30Y		2.84%		3.00%		3.15%		3.30%		3.35%		2.86%





		Scenario Three: Economic Recession																						Market Expectations for Year End 2019

		Probability 10%

												Short Rates		Current		Q1 2019		Q2 2019		Q3 2019		Q4 2019

												Fed Funds Range		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%

												1M LIBOR		2.50%		2.45%		2.40%		2.40%		2.40%		2.57%

												Prime		5.50%		5.50%		5.50%		5.50%		5.50%		5.50%

												SIFMA		1.71%		2.08%		2.04%		2.04%		2.04%		1.72%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.49%		2.25%		2.25%		2.15%		2.10%		2.55%

												5Y		2.51%		2.45%		2.40%		2.35%		2.30%		2.54%

												10Y		2.68%		2.60%		2.55%		2.50%		2.45%		2.72%

												30Y		3.01%		2.90%		2.80%		2.70%		2.65%		3.03%



												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.71%		2.35%		2.30%		2.20%		2.15%		2.60%

												5Y		2.57%		2.50%		2.45%		2.40%		2.35%		2.63%

												10Y		2.71%		2.55%		2.45%		2.40%		2.35%		2.78%

												30Y		2.84%		2.80%		2.70%		2.60%		2.55%		2.86%
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																								Market Expectations @ Year End



		Scenario One: Down But Not Out										Short Rates		Current		Q1 2018		Q2 2018		Q3 2018		Q4 2018

		Probability 55%										Fed Funds Range		1.25% - 1.50%		1.50% - 1.75%		1.75% - 2.00%		2.00% - 2.25%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.00% - 2.25%

												1M LIBOR		1.56%		1.70%		1.85%		2.15%		2.35%		2.18%

												Prime		4.50%		4.75%		5.00%		5.25%		5.50%		5.25%

												SIFMA		1.23%		1.36%		1.48%		1.72%		1.88%		1.83%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.04%		2.25%		2.35%		2.50%		2.75%		2.44%

												5Y		2.41%		2.50%		2.55%		2.60%		2.90%		2.79%

												10Y		2.60%		2.60%		2.75%		3.00%		3.05%		2.91%

												30Y		2.88%		2.95%		2.95%		3.25%		3.36%		3.40%



												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.25%		2.43%		2.50%		2.65%		2.88%		2.51%

												5Y		2.46%		2.55%		2.59%		2.63%		2.93%		2.59%

												10Y		2.61%		2.59%		2.74%		2.99%		3.04%		2.69%

												30Y		2.71%		2.76%		2.80%		3.13%		3.31%		2.74%







																								Market Expectations @ Year End



		Scenario Two: Party On										Short Rates		Current		Q1 2018		Q2 2018		Q3 2018		Q4 2018

		Probability 35%										Fed Funds Range		1.25% - 1.50%		1.50% - 1.75%		1.50% - 1.75%		1.75% - 2.00%		2.00% - 2.25%		2.00% - 2.25%

												1M LIBOR		1.56%		1.70%		1.65%		2.05%		2.15%		2.18%

												Prime		4.50%		4.75%		4.75%		5.00%		5.25%		5.25%

												SIFMA		1.23%		1.36%		1.32%		1.64%		1.72%		1.83%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.04%		2.25%		2.25%		2.35%		2.65%		2.44%

												5Y		2.41%		2.45%		2.55%		2.60%		2.70%		2.79%

												10Y		2.60%		2.60%		2.60%		2.70%		2.75%		2.91%

												30Y		2.88%		2.88%		2.85%		2.87%		3.00%		3.40%

								  

												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.25%		2.43%		2.40%		2.50%		2.78%		2.51%

												5Y		2.46%		2.50%		2.59%		2.63%		2.73%		2.59%

												10Y		2.60%		2.59%		2.59%		2.69%		2.74%		2.69%

												30Y		2.71%		2.69%		2.70%		2.75%		2.99%		2.74%





		Scenario Three: Economic Recession																						Market Expectations @ Year End

		Probability 10%

												Short Rates		Current		Q1 2018		Q2 2018		Q3 2018		Q4 2018

												Fed Funds Range		1.25% - 1.50%		1.50% - 1.75%		2.00% - 2.25%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.50% - 2.75%		2.00% - 2.25%

												1M LIBOR		1.56%		1.65%		2.20%		2.55%		2.65%		2.18%

												Prime		4.50%		4.75%		5.25%		5.50%		5.75%		5.25%

												SIFMA		1.23%		1.32%		1.76%		2.04%		2.12%		1.83%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.00%		2.25%		2.50%		2.55%		2.55%		2.44%

												5Y		2.35%		2.55%		2.65%		2.75%		2.65%		2.79%

												10Y		2.55%		2.60%		3.00%		3.15%		2.75%		2.91%

												30Y		2.85%		2.88%		3.10%		3.20%		2.95%		3.40%



												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.25%		2.43%		2.65%		2.70%		2.68%		2.51%

												5Y		2.46%		2.60%		2.69%		2.78%		2.68%		2.59%

												10Y		2.60%		2.59%		2.99%		3.14%		2.74%		2.69%

												30Y		2.71%		2.69%		2.95%		3.08%		2.90%		2.74%





														spreads

														0.19

														0.12

														-0.9

														-0.2





2018 vs 2019







																Rates on 12/31/2018		2018 vs. 2019            Basis Point Difference

														Our end of 2018 Forecast

		2018 vs 2019										Short Rates

												Fed Funds Range		2.00% - 2.25%		2.25% - 2.50%		-0.25%		Under

												1M LIBOR		2.15%		2.50%		-0.35%		Under

												Prime		5.25%		5.50%		-0.25%		Under

												SIFMA		1.72%		1.71%		0.01%		Over



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.65%		2.49%		0.16%		Over

												5Y		2.70%		2.51%		0.19%		Over

												10Y		2.75%		2.68%		0.07%		Over

												30Y		3.00%		3.01%		-0.01%		Under

								  

												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.78%		2.71%		0.07%		Over

												5Y		2.73%		2.57%		0.16%		Over

												10Y		2.74%		2.71%		0.04%		Over

												30Y		2.99%		2.84%		0.15%		Over
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• An unexpected surge in U.S. inflation - due to much higher
wages and resulting higher prices for goods and services
partially driven by the trade war - causes the Fed to hike much
more aggressively than anticipated to restrain demand. As a
direct result, the U.S. slips into economic recession.

• Equity markets correct lower by at least another 15%, short-term
rates spike higher and long-term yields slump. Commodity
prices fall as demand dries up.

• The competition for power between the U.S., Russia, and China
intensifies, with an accompanying escalation of sanctions, tariffs
and regulatory buffers around emerging technologies.
Simultaneously, failing arms control pacts spark fears of an arms
race. Middle-tier powers including Turkey, India, and Vietnam
scramble to find neutral ground.

• The U.S. and China fail to find any real common ground in their
trade dispute prompting a global “risk off” stance by investors.
China’s economy contracts even further, prompting officials to
engage is a massive, debt-laden stimulative effort to maintain
growth, bringing its long-term viability into question.

• With the Democratic majority in the House, political gridlock
ensues. President Trump becomes embroiled in personal
scandals, seriously delaying or derailing any possibility of
implementation of reforms.

Scenario Three: Economic Recession
Probability - 10%

Please refer to the important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.

Short Rates Current Q1 2019 Q2 2019 Q3 2019 Q4 2019
Fed Funds Range 2.25% - 2.50% 2.25% - 2.50% 2.25% - 2.50% 2.25% - 2.50% 2.25% - 2.50% 2.25% - 2.50%
1M LIBOR 2.50% 2.45% 2.40% 2.40% 2.40% 2.57%
Prime 5.50% 5.50% 5.50% 5.50% 5.50% 5.50%
SIFMA 1.71% 2.08% 2.04% 2.04% 2.04% 1.72%

Treasury Yields
2Y 2.49% 2.25% 2.25% 2.15% 2.10% 2.55%
5Y 2.51% 2.45% 2.40% 2.35% 2.30% 2.54%
10Y 2.68% 2.60% 2.55% 2.50% 2.45% 2.72%
30Y 3.01% 2.90% 2.80% 2.70% 2.65% 3.03%

LIBOR Swap Rates
2Y 2.71% 2.35% 2.30% 2.20% 2.15% 2.60%
5Y 2.57% 2.50% 2.45% 2.40% 2.35% 2.63%
10Y 2.71% 2.55% 2.45% 2.40% 2.35% 2.78%
30Y 2.84% 2.80% 2.70% 2.60% 2.55% 2.86%

Market 
Expectations for 

Year End 2019


Sheet1

		Scenario One																Scenario Two																Scenario Three

														Market Expectations @ Year End																Market Expectations @ Year End																Market Expectations @ Year End



		Short Rates		Current		Q1 2017		Q2 2017		Q3 2017		Q4 2017						Short Rates		Current		Q1 2017		Q2 2017		Q3 2017		Q4 2017						Short Rates		Current		Q1 2017		Q2 2017		Q3 2017		Q4 2017

		Fed Funds Range		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50% 0.75%		0.75% - 1%		1% - 1.25%		1.50% - 1.75%		1% - 1.25%				Fed Funds Range		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50 - 0.75%		0.75% - 1%		0.75% - 1.00%		1% - 1.25%		1% - 1.25%				Fed Funds Range		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50% - 0.75%		0.50% - 0.75%		1% - 1.25%

		1M LIBOR		0.76%		0.76%		0.90%		1.25%		1.75%		2.24%				1M LIBOR		0.76%		0.76%		0.75%		0.75%		1.00%		2.24%				1M LIBOR		0.76%		0.76%		0.65%		0.50%		0.50%		2.24%

		Prime		3.75%		3.75%		4.00%		4.25%		4.75%		4.23%				Prime		3.75%		3.75%		4.00%		4.00%		4.25%		4.23%				Prime		3.75%		3.75%		3.75%		3.75%		3.75%		4.23%

		SIFMA		0.53%		0.53%		0.63%		0.88%		1.23%		1.57%				SIFMA		0.53%		0.53%		0.53%		0.53%		0.70%		1.57%				SIFMA		0.53%		0.53%		0.46%		0.35%		0.35%		1.57%



		Treasury Yields																Treasury Yields																Treasury Yields

		2Y		1.19%		1.20%		1.45%		1.80%		2.25%		1.61%				2Y		1.19%		1.00%		1.10%		1.20%		1.45%		1.61%				2Y		1.19%		0.95%		0.80%		0.75%		0.70%		1.61%

		10Y		2.40%		2.35%		2.35%		2.70%		2.80%		2.05%				10Y		2.40%		2.20%		2.30%		2.30%		2.35%		2.05%				10Y		2.40%		2.15%		2.00%		1.90%		1.85%		2.05%

		30Y		2.93%		3.20%		3.35%		3.40%		3.40%		2.17%				30Y		2.93%		3.00%		3.20%		3.20%		3.35%		2.17%				30Y		2.93%		2.90%		2.95%		3.00%		3.00%		2.17%



		Swap Rates																Swap Rates																Swap Rates

		2Y		1.05%		1.48%		1.73%		2.00%		2.45%		1.69%				2Y		1.05%		1.28%		1.38%		1.40%		1.65%		1.69%				2Y		1.05%		1.23%		1.08%		0.95%		0.90%		1.69%

		10Y		2.24%		2.23%		2.23%		2.58%		2.68%		2.25%				10Y		2.24%		2.08%		2.18%		2.18%		2.27%		2.25%				10Y		2.24%		2.03%		1.80%		1.75%		1.70%		2.25%

		30Y		2.96%		2.71%		2.86%		3.00%		3.00%		2.34%				30Y		2.96%		2.51%		2.71%		2.90%		3.05%		2.34%				30Y		2.96%		2.45%		2.20%		2.15%		2.10%		2.34%



		Currencies																Currencies																Currencies

		EURUSD		1.0500		1.0200		1.0000		1.0200		1.0500		1.0600				EURUSD		1.0500		1.0200		1.0000		1.0300		1.0500		1.0600				EURUSD		1.0500		1.0200		1.0200		1.0500		1.0800		1.0600

		USDJPY		116.50		121.00		125.00		125.00		120.00		121.00				USDJPY		116.50		121.00		123.00		120.00		115.00		121.00				USDJPY		116.50		120.00		110.00		105.00		95.00		121.00

		USDCAD		1.3300		1.3400		1.3200		1.3100		1.2950		1.2900				USDCAD		1.3300		1.3400		1.3200		1.3000		1.3200		1.2900				USDCAD		1.3300		1.3400		1.3200		1.2900		1.2700		1.2900

		USDMXN		21.4000		22.0000		24.0000		23.0000		23.0000		22.5000				USDMXN		21.400		22.000		23.000		20.000		20.000		22.5000				USDMXN		21.4000		22.0000		22.0000		20.0000		19.0000		22.5000
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																								Market Expectations for Year End 2019



		Scenario One: Down But Not Out										Short Rates		Current		Q1 2019		Q2 2019		Q3 2019		Q4 2019

		Probability 55%										Fed Funds Range		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.50% - 2.75%		2.50% - 2.75%		2.25% - 2.50%

												1M LIBOR		2.50%		2.50%		2.55%		2.70%		2.70%		2.57%

												Prime		5.50%		5.50%		5.50%		5.75%		5.75%		5.50%

												SIFMA		1.71%		1.88%		1.91%		2.03%		2.03%		1.72%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.49%		2.55%		2.60%		2.65%		2.60%		2.55%

												5Y		2.51%		2.65%		2.70%		2.75%		2.80%		2.54%

												10Y		2.68%		2.80%		2.85%		2.85%		2.90%		2.72%

												30Y		3.01%		3.05%		3.00%		2.95%		2.90%		3.03%



												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.71%		2.65%		2.70%		2.75%		2.80%		2.60%

												5Y		2.57%		2.70%		2.80%		2.80%		2.85%		2.63%

												10Y		2.71%		2.80%		2.85%		2.90%		2.95%		2.78%

												30Y		2.84%		2.90%		2.95%		2.90%		2.85%		2.86%







																								Market Expectations for Year End 2019



		Scenario Two: Party On										Short Rates		Current		Q1 2019		Q2 2019		Q3 2019		Q4 2019

		Probability 35%										Fed Funds Range		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.50% - 2.75%		2.75% - 3%		3% - 3.25%		2.25% - 2.50%

												1M LIBOR		2.50%		2.50%		2.75%		2.95%		3.15%		2.57%

												Prime		5.50%		5.50%		5.75%		6.00%		6.25%		5.50%

												SIFMA		1.71%		1.95%		2.15%		2.30%		2.46%		1.72%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.49%		2.65%		2.80%		2.90%		3.00%		2.55%

												5Y		2.51%		2.70%		2.90%		3.05%		3.15%		2.54%

												10Y		2.68%		2.90%		3.10%		3.25%		3.30%		2.72%

												30Y		3.01%		3.10%		3.15%		3.25%		3.30%		3.03%

								  

												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.71%		2.85%		3.00%		3.15%		3.25%		2.60%

												5Y		2.57%		2.90%		3.10%		3.20%		3.30%		2.63%

												10Y		2.71%		2.95%		3.25%		3.40%		3.45%		2.78%

												30Y		2.84%		3.00%		3.15%		3.30%		3.35%		2.86%





		Scenario Three: Economic Recession																						Market Expectations for Year End 2019

		Probability 10%

												Short Rates		Current		Q1 2019		Q2 2019		Q3 2019		Q4 2019

												Fed Funds Range		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.25% - 2.50%

												1M LIBOR		2.50%		2.45%		2.40%		2.40%		2.40%		2.57%

												Prime		5.50%		5.50%		5.50%		5.50%		5.50%		5.50%

												SIFMA		1.71%		2.08%		2.04%		2.04%		2.04%		1.72%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.49%		2.25%		2.25%		2.15%		2.10%		2.55%

												5Y		2.51%		2.45%		2.40%		2.35%		2.30%		2.54%

												10Y		2.68%		2.60%		2.55%		2.50%		2.45%		2.72%

												30Y		3.01%		2.90%		2.80%		2.70%		2.65%		3.03%



												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.71%		2.35%		2.30%		2.20%		2.15%		2.60%

												5Y		2.57%		2.50%		2.45%		2.40%		2.35%		2.63%

												10Y		2.71%		2.55%		2.45%		2.40%		2.35%		2.78%

												30Y		2.84%		2.80%		2.70%		2.60%		2.55%		2.86%
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																								Market Expectations @ Year End



		Scenario One: Down But Not Out										Short Rates		Current		Q1 2018		Q2 2018		Q3 2018		Q4 2018

		Probability 55%										Fed Funds Range		1.25% - 1.50%		1.50% - 1.75%		1.75% - 2.00%		2.00% - 2.25%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.00% - 2.25%

												1M LIBOR		1.56%		1.70%		1.85%		2.15%		2.35%		2.18%

												Prime		4.50%		4.75%		5.00%		5.25%		5.50%		5.25%

												SIFMA		1.23%		1.36%		1.48%		1.72%		1.88%		1.83%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.04%		2.25%		2.35%		2.50%		2.75%		2.44%

												5Y		2.41%		2.50%		2.55%		2.60%		2.90%		2.79%

												10Y		2.60%		2.60%		2.75%		3.00%		3.05%		2.91%

												30Y		2.88%		2.95%		2.95%		3.25%		3.36%		3.40%



												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.25%		2.43%		2.50%		2.65%		2.88%		2.51%

												5Y		2.46%		2.55%		2.59%		2.63%		2.93%		2.59%

												10Y		2.61%		2.59%		2.74%		2.99%		3.04%		2.69%

												30Y		2.71%		2.76%		2.80%		3.13%		3.31%		2.74%







																								Market Expectations @ Year End



		Scenario Two: Party On										Short Rates		Current		Q1 2018		Q2 2018		Q3 2018		Q4 2018

		Probability 35%										Fed Funds Range		1.25% - 1.50%		1.50% - 1.75%		1.50% - 1.75%		1.75% - 2.00%		2.00% - 2.25%		2.00% - 2.25%

												1M LIBOR		1.56%		1.70%		1.65%		2.05%		2.15%		2.18%

												Prime		4.50%		4.75%		4.75%		5.00%		5.25%		5.25%

												SIFMA		1.23%		1.36%		1.32%		1.64%		1.72%		1.83%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.04%		2.25%		2.25%		2.35%		2.65%		2.44%

												5Y		2.41%		2.45%		2.55%		2.60%		2.70%		2.79%

												10Y		2.60%		2.60%		2.60%		2.70%		2.75%		2.91%

												30Y		2.88%		2.88%		2.85%		2.87%		3.00%		3.40%

								  

												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.25%		2.43%		2.40%		2.50%		2.78%		2.51%

												5Y		2.46%		2.50%		2.59%		2.63%		2.73%		2.59%

												10Y		2.60%		2.59%		2.59%		2.69%		2.74%		2.69%

												30Y		2.71%		2.69%		2.70%		2.75%		2.99%		2.74%





		Scenario Three: Economic Recession																						Market Expectations @ Year End

		Probability 10%

												Short Rates		Current		Q1 2018		Q2 2018		Q3 2018		Q4 2018

												Fed Funds Range		1.25% - 1.50%		1.50% - 1.75%		2.00% - 2.25%		2.25% - 2.50%		2.50% - 2.75%		2.00% - 2.25%

												1M LIBOR		1.56%		1.65%		2.20%		2.55%		2.65%		2.18%

												Prime		4.50%		4.75%		5.25%		5.50%		5.75%		5.25%

												SIFMA		1.23%		1.32%		1.76%		2.04%		2.12%		1.83%



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.00%		2.25%		2.50%		2.55%		2.55%		2.44%

												5Y		2.35%		2.55%		2.65%		2.75%		2.65%		2.79%

												10Y		2.55%		2.60%		3.00%		3.15%		2.75%		2.91%

												30Y		2.85%		2.88%		3.10%		3.20%		2.95%		3.40%



												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.25%		2.43%		2.65%		2.70%		2.68%		2.51%

												5Y		2.46%		2.60%		2.69%		2.78%		2.68%		2.59%

												10Y		2.60%		2.59%		2.99%		3.14%		2.74%		2.69%

												30Y		2.71%		2.69%		2.95%		3.08%		2.90%		2.74%





														spreads

														0.19

														0.12

														-0.9

														-0.2





2018 vs 2019







																Rates on 12/31/2018		2018 vs. 2019            Basis Point Difference

														Our end of 2018 Forecast

		2018 vs 2019										Short Rates

												Fed Funds Range		2.00% - 2.25%		2.25% - 2.50%		-0.25%		Under

												1M LIBOR		2.15%		2.50%		-0.35%		Under

												Prime		5.25%		5.50%		-0.25%		Under

												SIFMA		1.72%		1.71%		0.01%		Over



												Treasury Yields

												2Y		2.65%		2.49%		0.16%		Over

												5Y		2.70%		2.51%		0.19%		Over

												10Y		2.75%		2.68%		0.07%		Over

												30Y		3.00%		3.01%		-0.01%		Under

								  

												LIBOR Swap Rates

												2Y		2.78%		2.71%		0.07%		Over

												5Y		2.73%		2.57%		0.16%		Over

												10Y		2.74%		2.71%		0.04%		Over

												30Y		2.99%		2.84%		0.15%		Over
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Hedge Accounting

Derivative Regulatory 
Compliance

OUR
SERVICES

ISDA Negotiations

Hedge Advisory & Execution 
Services

Our Services
Independent Derivative & Risk Advisors Providing Interest Rate and Currency Hedging Expertise

Strategic Risk Assessment

Yield Maintenance

Debt and Derivative 
Valuation

HedgePRO SaaS 
Risk Management 
Technology

Please refer to the important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.



15Disclosure

Any projections, forecasts, opinions or estimates, including without limitation any statement using “expect” or “believe” or “predict”
or any variation thereof, contained in this document are forward-looking statements and are based upon certain current
assumptions, beliefs and expectations that Derivative Logic Inc. considers reasonable or that the applicable third parties have
identified as such. Forward-looking statements are necessarily speculative in nature, and it can be expected that some or all of the
assumptions or beliefs underlying the forward-looking statements will not materialize or will vary significantly from actual results
or outcomes. Consequently, the inclusion of forward-looking statements herein should not be regarded as a representation by
Derivative Logic Inc. or any other person or entity of the outcomes or results that will be achieved by following any
recommendations contained herein. While the forward-looking statements in this document reflect estimates, expectations and
beliefs, they are not guarantees of future performance or outcomes. Derivative Logic Inc. has no obligation to update or otherwise
revise any forward looking statements, including any revisions to reflect changes in economic conditions or other circumstances
arising after the date hereof or to reflect the occurrence of events (whether anticipated or unanticipated), even if the underlying
assumptions do not come to fruition. Opinions expressed herein are subject to change without notice and do not necessarily take
into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or particular needs of any or all investors. This report is
intended for informational purposes only and should not be construed as a solicitation or offer with respect to the purchase or sale
of any security. Further, certain information set forth above is based solely upon one or more third-party sources. No assurance can
be given as to the accuracy of such third-party information. Derivative Logic Inc. disclaims any liability should the information or
opinions contained in this or future documents change or subsequently become inaccurate. All information is subject to change
without notice. Past performance is never a guarantee of future results. All rights reserved.
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COMPANY NAME
1234 Long Beach

Los Angeles California

us@derivativelogic.com 415-510-2100 www.derivativelogic.com

Contact Us

Please refer to the important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
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